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and the independent variable x, are discussed with the purpose in view
of setting up problems for solution on electronic computing machines.

In the first chapter is developed a general theory of rational
systems. In chapter 2 it is found that a large number of the elemen-
tary functions of mathematics may arise as solutions of systems of ra-
tional differential equations. A necessary and sufficient condition
for a function to be a solution of a system of rational differential
equativis is that it be an algebraic or algebraically transcendental
function; among these functions are included the exponential, circu-
lar, hyperbolic, elliptic, hyperelliptic, and Abelian functions, and
their inverses, but not the garmia function or the Riemann zeta func-
tion.

A list of basic functions and their corresponding systems of ra-
tional differential equations (if any) is given in the appendix. Sys-
tems corresponding to various combinations of these basic functions
may be constructed by means of eight general rules developed for the
purpose in chapter 2.

The emphasis is on differential equations, but the method is also
applied to problems not involving differential equations. For exam-
ple, the solution of the transcendental equation

tanh yo + cot yo = 0

is shown to be the solution of the system of rational differential
equations
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when x = O. Amongst other problems which are set up so that their
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numerical solution will depend on the solution of a system of rational
differential equations are the problem of obtaining an approximate
real root to a polynomial equation and that of evaluation of elliptic
and hyperelliptic integrals. The possibility of using this method in
the computation of lengthy tables of certain of the functions of
higher mathematics is discussed.
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SYSTELIS OF RATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Normal systems of differential equations have been quite thor-

oughly studied by many authors. Analytic systems are the most general

type usually discussed, algebraic systems have been exhaustively

treated (from a more general standpoint) by J. F. Ritt and a few oth-

ers, and linear systems have of course been the subject of a much

greater volume of theory.

An approximate solution to a system of analytic differential

equations may be obtained by any one of several numerical methods.

However, if this is to be done by means of an electronic computing ma-

chine, the machine must be given a "memory" for any transcendental

functions in the equations.

In this paper, rational normal systems of differential equations

are considered. If an approximate solution were to be worked out by a

computer using an ordinary calculating machine, a rational system

would ordinarily have no advantage over an analytic system, and an ex-

tensive theory of systems of rational differential equations has in

the past been unnecessary. However, an electronic computing machine

can be set up to perform very rapidly the operations of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, and division; it can be set to repeat at

high speed any definite routine of these operations. Hence it might

be advantageous to propose rational differential equations (which in-

volve only the fundamental operations of arithmetic) for solution by

the machine. It is true that tables of values of various irrational

1
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or transcendental functions may be stored in the machine or on a mag-

netic tape, but this will in general slow the operation somewhat and

will make the setting up of the problem on the machine much more diffi-

cult. Thus we consider the problem of replacing various differential

equations by equivalent systems of rational differential equations,

which will in general be of higher order than the original equation or

system of equations.

In addition, many other problems not involving differential equa-

tions may be "reduced" to the problem of obtaining the solution of a

system of rational differential equations with suitable initial condi-

tions.



I. GENERAL THEORY OF SYSTEMS OF

RATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Je consider the system of first order rational differential equa-

tions

(1.1) Yi = fi(xYi), i,j = 1,2,

where fi(x,yi) is a rational function of the dependent variables yj and

and the independent variable x. It will be assumed that y2, y3, .., yn

each actually appears in at least one of the equations (1.1). For if

a certain y, where p is any integer from 2 to n inclusive, did not

appear in any of the equations (1.1), the equation containing 4 could

be removed and the resulting system solved first. If several yp's did

not appear in any of the equations (1.1), the equations involving the

derivatives of all these variables could be removed and the remaining

system solved first. In the general theory of systems of rational

differential equations yl could also be treated in this manner. How-

ever, in the use to which these equations will be put in this paper,

y1
will be the major dependent variable, and it will not be desirable

to reduce the system by eliminating yl.

It sometimes happens that the system (1.1) may be replaced by an

equivalent rational system of lower order. If the first of equations

(1.1) is differentiated (n-1) times, and if at each step the values of

. are substituted from equations (1.1), we obtain the n rational equar.Y5

tions

3

(1.2)
(k) (k-1)(x,,)

Y1
= fi J, j,k = 1,2, ,n.

One would expect that it might be possible to reduce the order of the



system if the Jacobian

(1.3)

vi vfi (n

J 1"1"Y1 ) E 0,

YlsY2' 'Yn

although this is by no means a sufficient condition. Suppose first

that the rank of J is (n-1). Then between the first n derivatives of

y there exists a functional relationship (perhaps containing x) which

is an identity in yl. Je consider this relationship as a differential

equation of nth order with the yl term missing. If it were possible

to integrate it once, the result would be a differential equation of

order (n-1). If a corresponding normal system of (n-1) differential

equations were rational, we would have reduced the order of our orig-

inal system by one. In case the rank of J is (n-k), where k is any

integer between 2 and (n-1) inclusive, between the first n deriva-

tives of yl there exist k functional relationships (perhaps contain-

ing x) which are identities in yl. This indicates that the given

system of equations is composed of certain independent subsystems.

These subsystems should be treated separately.

We now consider some simple examples of reducible systems. First

take the system

4

Y1 = 2Y2Y3'

- ,
2 - 3'

Y3 = Y2*

In this case yi does not appear in the system. Je have

Yi '
2Y2Y31

2
y" = 2y2 - 2y,
1 3 2



and

(1.4)

This is equivalent to the equation

(1.5) y + 4y1 + C = 0,

where C is an arbitrary constant; this in turn is equivalent to the

system

(1.6)
Y1 = Y2

Y2 = 4Y1
C.

Hence equations (1.3) have been reduced to the system (1.6). The

three initial conditions of (1.3) determine uniquely the value of C

and also will provide the two initial conditions for the system (1.6).

As another example consider the system

(1.7)

(1.8)

Yi 8Y2Y6'

in 4y - 0.
Y1 Y1 -

,r1 =
*11 2'

xY2=
4. 1

Here again yl does not appear in either equation. We have the func-

tional relationship

X f n
Y1 x2+ 1 Y1 =

This is equivalent to the equation

2 \.-.2

y = Ckx + 1)
1

5

but although this is of lower order than equations (1.7), it is no

longer rational. The system (1.7) may not be reduced to a lower order

rational system.



and the three functions are dependent. If we let y, be arbitrary and

solve equations (1.10) for y,
we obtain

1

(yi - 2y3) 1

(Y 6Y3) -3

(1.11)

Y1
1 1

-10 -3
1

Then

y" 3yi = 0
1 1

n34_
Y1

6

I:Te now consider

original system

(1.9)

Then

(1. lo)

In this case

a simple example

of equations:

Yl = Y1 Y2

Y2 = - Y1 - 2Y2

Y3 - 5Y1 -

Y1 = Y1 Y2

yi = - 10y1

yl" =
23y1

4-
1

J. YvY1'7.1 .

where
y1

2Y3s

2Y3'

Y2 - 3Y3'

4. 2Y3'

- 3y2 - 6y3,

2y2 4y3.

1 1 2

-10 -3 -6
23 2 4

actually appears in the

.0,
I n M)

Y11Y2'Y3

(

is the differential equation equivalent to the system (1.9). A ra-

tional system of equations corresponding to (1.11) is

(1.12)
Y1 = Y2'

.72 = 7Y1 3Y2.

This is a reduced system equivalent to the system (1.9).
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It is to be noted that if equations (1.1) make up a homogeneous

linear system with constant coefficients (as in the example just dis-

(k)
cussed), the vanishing of J will mean that the functions y are lin-

early dependent, and the system will always be reducible; the reduc-

tion may be carried out just as in the case of the system (1.9).



II. OBTAINING 3YST7M3 OF .-TIONAI, DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS SATISFIED BY VARIOUS FUNCTIONS

Most of the elementary functions of mathematics may arise as

solutions of systems of rational differential equations.

Any algebraic function may be considered as the solution of a

single rational differential equation.

An algebraic function is a solution of an equation of the type

P.(x) Yi = 0,
1=0

where P.(x) is a polynomial in x. Differentiating this sun -with

resnect to x and solving for yl, we obtain the rational differential

equation
n

) ' iI( ) i2 x y
(2.1)V =,

1 i=o

n

i P(x) yi -1

1=1

The circular and hyperbolic functions and their inverses may

be exhibited as solutions of systems of rational differential equa-

tions. The system usually has -two, but sometimes only one equation.

Individual cases have been worked out in the appendix.

Elliptic or hyperelliptic functions and their inverses may be

exhibited as solutions of systems of two rational differential equa-

tions.

For an elliptic or hyperelliptic function (1, p. 252-253) satis-

fies a differential equation of the type

8



(2.2)

If we let

and

(2.3)

tial equation

2
2 p (y,)

Yi = -1 P(Y ),
1 1

R2(y

where Ri and R2 are polynomials in yl with no factor in common, and

where P(y1) is a polynomial which is prime to its derivative and which

has degree greater than or equal to three. If the degree of P is

three or four, we have the case of elliptic functions; if the degree

is five or greater, we have the hyperelliptic case.

.

(

R2(y ) R (y )
1 d 1 1 . 37--
2 dy1 R2(y1) R4(y1)

1 dP(Y1)
P1(Y1)9

2 dY1

the desired system of rational differential equations becomes

2

Y
I -

R3(y1) ) R1(y1) pi(y1).
2 R4 (,

1
) 14(y1)`J/

If in equation (2.2) we interchange x and
y1

we find that an in-

verse elliptic or inverse hyperelliptic function satisfies a differen

2
12 R (x)y = 2 P(x),
1

R2(x)
1

9

where P(x), Ri(x), and R2(x) have the same meanings as in (2.2). Upon

tion

Upon differentiating (2.2) with respect to x we obtain the

[

equa-

2 2
il 1 Ri(Y1)p(y ) d

)
Ri(Y1) dP(Y1)

Y1 2 --2--
1 4'1 R2(Yi)(

2 )

R2(Y1
dy1



differentiating with respect to x we obtain the equation

2' 2

R,,(x)
2yiy" = P(x) d P(X)

1 dx 2 2

R1(x) R1(x)

The desired system of rational differential equations is

Y1 = Y2'
2 2

(2.4)
1

Y2 - 9
2"Y

[p(x) d (R0(x) R9(x)

R (X)
R1(x)1

4. The elliptic and hyperelliptic functions just discussed are

special cases of Abelian functions.

Let F(y,u) 0 be the equation of an algebraic curve, and let

R(y,u) be a rational function of y and u. Then

ry
R(t,u) dt

is called an Abelian integral with respect to the curve F(y,u) 0.

Its inverse is an Abelian function; an Abelian function will satisfy a

differential equation of the form

, -1
Yi = [R(Ysu)] .

Suppose

F(you) = P(y) u,
1=0

where P.(y) is a polynomial in y. Then the system of rational differ-
].

ential equations satisfied by the Abelian function is

10

(2.5)
Yl = [11(Y1'Y2)]

-1



( 2.6)

Y2 =

yi dPi

i=o dyi

-
R(y1,Y2)

)fl i 1

Pi Y2
1=1

If in the definition of the Abelian integral we interchange x and

y, we find that the inverse Abelian function satisfies a differential

equation

yl = R(x,u).

Thus an inverse Abelian function will satisfy a system of rational

differential equations of the form

yi = R(x,y2),

;:; P(x) Y2
Y2 = n

i Pi(x) yi2-1

1=1

11

ffs now' look at the problem from a more general standpoint. Con-

sider any n meromorphic functions fi(x), i = 1,2,3, ,n, with a

common open region of existence. E. H. Moore (4, p. 50-52) defines a

finite realm of rationality

Rix} E R[f1(X),f2(X), fn(x)]

as the totality of rational functions of these n fundamental func-

tions, the coefficients involved being constants. If the derivative

of any function in Rtx}is also in Rix}, Moore calls Rix] a perfect

realm of rationalitE. J. F. Ritt uses the term field (5, p. 37) in-

stead of perfect realm of rationalta, and we will follow this usage.



By a differential form E(y,y1,y11 ,y(m) over the realm of ration-

ality Rix1 is meant a polynomial in y and its first m derivatives with

coefficients in R(x]. Setting the form equal to zero yields a dif-

ferential equation.

An algebraically transcendental function with respect to the realm

Rix} is defined as a transcendental function which satisfies a differ-

ential equation E(y,y1, ,y(n) = 0, where E is a differential

form over Rix]. A transcendental function which is not the solution

of any such equation is called a transcendentally transcendental func-

tion with respect to Rfx].

Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that a function be a

solution of a system of first order rational differential equations is

that it be algebraic or algebraically transcendental with respect to

the field REX).

It has already been shown that an algebraic function is a

solution of a single rational differential equation.

An algebraically transcendental function will satisfy a dif-

W\
ferential equation of the type E(yvyl, yT

,y1
I = 0, where E

is a rational integral function of yl and its first in derivatives,

with coefficients rational functions of x (with constant coeffi-

cients). It is assumed that y(0 actually appears in the form E.
1

Let

Y1 = Y2s

Y=

Ym = Yrol+1*

12



Then consider E(y1,y2, ,ym4.1) = 0 as a polynomial in

have

E(Yi.Y2.

(2.7)

and

Yl

alma) F (x y ,y ) yi 0= j '
..... m m+1 =

j=o

where F.(x,y1 , ym) is a rational function of x,yi, ..... Dif-
j

ferentiating with respect to x, we obtain the equation

1

F yj
1

= 0,Ym+1 j F 471 >
j=1 j1

where
aF4 aFi 1

F4 = +
ax ayi

which is again a rational function (of x,yi, Ym+1).

Then the system of rational differential equations will be

= Ym+1,

F. yo
1=o3 m+1

Ya+1 =s
j F. yi-1

j=1 3 m+1

where

aFj 9Fj aFj a F -

3
F = + Y3 +

+
J Ym+1 $

ax ayl aY2 aym

j= 0,1,2, ,s.

It is to be noted that in the special case s 1, the last of

aFJ 1

Ym ,

a ym.

13



equations (2.7) is not necessary. Then

yl = Ye

Y2 = Y3'

(2.8)

Ym-1 = Yms

Fo.
Ym =

F1

3. To prove the necessity of the condition, consider any func-

tion which satisfies the equations (1.1). Since a rational function

may be represented as the quotient of two polynomials, we may write

equations (1.2) in the form

P (x y.,y(k)) = 0, j,k

where is a polynomial in x, and the Yj. Je have n equa-

tions in (n-1) unknowns y2,y3,...,yn and may in general eliminate the

latter. :e consider the resultant of these n polynomials and are led

to a polynomial

(2.9) Q(x,y1,&)) = 0, k = 1, sr";

that is, to a differential equation, which may be considered as equiv-

alent to the system (1.1). But a solution of (2.9) would by defini-

tion be algebraic or algebraically transcendental with respect to

A[x]. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Moore states several theorems shaming that a function which is

algebraic or algebraically transcendental with respect to one field is

algebraic or algebraically transcendental with respect to any field.

(4, p. 54-55). However, in most investigations it is desirable to

14



specify the field. (6, P. 19-20). As an example, consider the

Lathien function; such a function is usually exhibited as a solution

of the second order differential equation

y" + (4a -(2.10)
16q cos 2x)y = 0.

here it would be advantageous to consider the field R[sin x, cos XI.

If we wished to use the field of constants R[1], the 1:Athieu functions

would be considered as solutions of the much more complicated fourth

order differential equation

y2(iv) - 2yyly111 - yy112 + 2yI2y" + 4y2-"y + 16ay3 = 0.

In order to treat equations such as (2.10) directly and in a gen-

eral manner, we consider the realm of rationality Il[11(x)'f21(x)'...

' fjlwhere (x) is any algebraic or algebraically transcen-
'fnl(x)]

dental function with respect to R[x]. Je assume yl is exhibited as an

algebraically transcendental function with respect to f21'....

the corresponding system of rational differential equations

is required.

By definition yl satisfies a differential equation of the type

,Y1
(In)) = 0,11;(Y1,Y1.

where h is a rational integral function of yl and its first m deriv-

atives with coefficients rational functions of thefjl (x)is.

()pose that ymi actually appears in the form E.

Let

Ym = Ym+1*

15

de sup-



Consider E(y1,y2, 0-114.1) = 0 as a polynomial in yrro.i. have

(2.11) E(yi, y2, .....

Rk(fll'f21, 'fnl'YPY2' ..... 'Ym)Ylmc+1 = 0'k=o

where Rk is a rational integral function of y1,y2, ,ym, with

coefficients rational functions of the fhl(x)ts.

By the preceding theorem f111(x) may be considered as the solution

of the system of equations

equation solved for v we have

fhi h2'
f

h2 fh3 ''

fhq = fh(q+1),

Sh

F . f f ,N
I j

hj hkq+1)

fh(q+1) =
j =0

j-1
j Fhj 2h(q+1)

where Fhj is a rational function of
x,f...hifh21

$ ,fhq, and

3F .F.
Fhj = hJ + "J f + +

fh(q+1).
ax af

h2
hl afhq

Here h = 1,2, ,n. It is to be noted that strictly speaking the

constant q should have been written qh, since it will in general dif-

fer for different values of h. However, it should cause no confusion

to omit the subscript.

If (2.11) is differentiated with respect to x and the resulting

16



Ym+1=
=0YM4-1

;7- 22
+ f + + a Rk -n21____faRk

afn111 ° 21

k-1
k Rk yin+1

k=1

Ym+1 Y2 + +
k [k aRkaR

a Y1 aY2

which is a rational function of y,
1

fn2.

(2.12)

t -YYm /11+

Ym+1 =

k-1
k Rk ym+1

* 'fnl'f12'

The desired system of rational differential equations is then

k -1k R v
k -m+1

k4-.1

k aRk, aRk

1
Y"1 J2'

"111.
ayi

p k-1
k -k yr1.1.1

k=1

fhl
=

h2'

l2
fh2 = fh3'

aRk
Ym+i]

a Ym

17



j

F . f
h3 h(q+1)

j=o
fh(q+1) ,

. F fj-1
/ " h(q+1)
j=1 a3

where

1

=
aF,

+
@F1,.

Fhj fh3+ -aFhj f
h(q+1)'

Ofhl afh2 afhq

and h =

Although most algebraic and algebraically transcendental func-

tions will in practice arise as solutions of differential equations

obtained by setting differential forms equal to zero, this is not al-

ways true. Consider the equation for the motion of the simple pendu-

lum

(2.13)
L

y11 + L sin y = 0.

18

The expression on the left is not a differential form. However, the

solution of this equation is an elliptic function and elliptic func-

tions are algebraically transcendental with respect to the field R[x].

Differential forms are polynomials in the dependent variable and its

first in derivatives, with coefficients rational functions of a given

set of meromorphic functions. -je suppose that each function of this

set is algebraic or algebraically transcendental with respect to R[x]

and that we have constructed for each a system of rational differen-

tial equations of which it is a solution. (See list of common func-

tions for which this has been done in the appendix). If now, instead

of working with differential polynomials, we wish to allow these same

functions of the dependent variable and its first in derivatives to



Then

1 -3/4 1 -3

Y4 7,17Yl
y1 =y4 Y4 Y2'

1 -2/3 1 -2
15 ' = Y5

2 -3A j
2 -1

Y6 = Y2 y2 = Y2 Y3Y6'

2 -
Y7 = Y8Y6 = -5- y21y3y6y8, which defines the function y8,

19

enter into the differential equation, we may still set up an equiva-

lent system of rational equations. For example, a system of rational

equations equivalent to equation (2.13) would be

Y1 = Y2'

(2.14)
Y2 = Y3'

= Y2Y4'

YI4 = - Y2Y3

We now consider an equation made up to show in more detail the

methods to be used:

2 1/3 f -1 , 2/5 1/2 7 -3/4
(2.15) yl x [sin (yi) ] (on yi) + x yi 0.

Let

Y2 = Y1

Y3 ' y,
1/4

Y4 ' Y1

y5
= x

2/5

Y6 = Y2 $

-1
y = sin y ,

6

y9
= en

Y1

Yll= Y9



3 2 -1 2 3

Y8 = yes y6 = -g Y2 Y3Y6 Y8

yl = - y yi = - y y
2 10

, which defines y ,

9 3.0 1 10

y =
y9

(2k2y92 + 1 - 2k2) y =
y2 y9

(2k2y92+ 1 - 2k2),
10 1

,I 1 -1/2 1 -1
11 = 7 Y9 19 = 2 Y2Y10Y11

Equation (2.15) becomes

2 7 -3

y3 Y5Y7Y11 y4 = 0.

Differentiating this with respect to x and solving for 133 we have

,I .i. I, i
7-4 1

,r1 = 1 , -1(, + 7 x - 3 x y4
y4) .6y4-3

4 3 4 3 ''' 531.7'11 ' ' 5`' 74 11 + Y5Y7Y11

Thus equation (2.15) is replaced by a system of eleven rational dif-

ferential equations in eleven dependent variables:

Y1 = Y2'

YI2 = Y3,

1 -1 -1 1 -1

13 - Y2Y3 Y5Y7Y10Y11 y2 Y5Y6Y8Y11

-1 -2
7

6 -1 -3 3 7 -1 -7
Y Y5 Y7Y11 3r 13 14

+

-8- 7237.3 Y4

1 -3v
14 = - 4 "2'

(2.16) 15I = y5-2,

2 -1

Y6 = 52 Y36'
2 -1

= 7 Y2 Y3Y6Y8'

2 -1 2 3

Y8 - 52 13Y6 Y8

Y2Y10'

Y10 = y2y9(2k2y:+ 1 - 2k2),

1 -1

Yll - Y231'10111

20



yl = f (x,y
n n 1

Then yo is a solution of the system

'Yr).

21

In the appendix are listed systems of rational equations which

are satisfied by various elementary functions. A set of rules will

now be considered by which these systems may be used to build up sys-

terns corresponding to more complicated functions. In each case a sin-

pie example will first be given, after which a general formula will be

laid dawn. Initial conditions for the new system will be given except

in cases 1, 5, and 6, where the initial value of the new function is

merely a constant multiple or a constant power of the initial value of

the original function. By "function" will always be meant "function

which satisfies a rational system".

1. A constant multipliedla a function of x. (y0 = C y1).

Examples 4e find the system of rational differential equations

satisfied by the function yo = 5 sec x by setting yo = 5 where

Yim
sec x satisfies the rational system

Yi = Y1Y2$
2

1

Y2 ' Y1

Then

1

Y = 5 Y = 5 Y1Y2 = Y0Y2'1

2 i 2

Y2 = Y1 = o

In general, suppose yo = C yl, where yl is a solution of the

rational system

Y1 =
$Yn)



Then

y = C f (x,Cyo,y2,
'Yn),1

n-1
Y2 = f2( x'- YolY2' ***** 'Yn)

(2.17)

-1

= fn(x'e Y0'Y2' Y).

2. The sum of n functions of x.

Example: Ke find the system of rational differential equations

satisfied by the function yo = sinh-1x + cos x by setting
yo

yi 4.y3,

where yi = sinh-1x satisfied the rational system

Yl = Y2'

1
3

Y2 = xY2 '

with initial values

xo
=0,

(Y1)0 = 0'

(Y2)0 = 1,

and where y cos x satisfies the rational system
3

Y3 = Y4'

Y4 = Y3'

with initial values

x =0,

(Y3)0 = 1,

(Y4)o = 0.

I

Yo = Yl Y3 = Y2 t Y4'

Y2 = - X Y23,

22



Initial values are

In general, suppose

n-1

Y Y
mo k.0 no+ 1111

where ymo

of
"(k4.1)

equations

where j = 1,2,

v.1
m +

ymo

xo
=0,

(Y.). = (Y1)o

(Y2)0 = 1,

(Y3)0 = 1'

(Y4)0 = 0.

= f
nk 1 MO+

+ (y3)0 = 1,

with i,j = 1,2,
'n(k+1);

suppose initial values are xo and

+
The rational system determining y will be

mk i)o. mo

)YYm = frno1 (X,(YM
'o

,m +p)
k=1 o+

n-1

> fm +
k=1 0

+ mk+ 1(x,Ym0+ + mk+j),

and p - 2,3,

n-1

(Yia -
o

Y
k=1 rao+

q flno+ q (X

(2.18) for p,q = 2,3, $9.;

a solution of the rational system

23

i(x4rm + +m +1 )
o k

....+ mk+1)PY1U0+p)



Ym +mk+i = fo+ +mk+i(x41M0+ +mk+j)

for i,j = 1,2,
***** 3m(k+1),

and k = 1,2, ,(n-1).

The initial conditions are the same as for the original systems ex-

cept that the value of (ym04.1)0 is superfluous, and a value of (yrio)0

is now needed.

(Ymo)o = mk+1)°.-o

3. The product of two functions of x.
(Y.() = YlYn+1)*

Example: 4e find the system of rational differential equations

satisfied by the function yo = (cosh x)(cos x), where
y1

= cosh x

satisfies the rational system

with initial values

xo = 0'

(Yi)o = 1,

(Y2)0 = 0'

and where y3 = cos x satisfies the system

Y3 = Y4'

Y4 - Y3'

with initial values

xo
=0,

24



Then

and

This particular system may be simplified by setting

Y1 = yo,

-1

Y2 = YoY3 Y4 4. Y2Y3'

Y3 = 2 Y2Y4

-1
Y 2

y0y3 y4 - 2 y2y3.
4

Yi = Y2,
1 2

YI Y
2 3'

1

Y3 Y4'

Yr = - 4 Y1'
4

25

where

xo
=0,

(Y0)0 =

(Y2)0 =

(Y3)o =

(Y4)0 =

(Y1)0(Y3)

0'

1'

0.

= 1,

Then Yo = Y1Y3'

and the system of rational equations satisfied by yo is

1 1
-1

yo = Y173 Y1Y3 YoY3 Y4 + Y2Y3 '

-1

Y2 = Y1 = YoY3

Y3 = Y4'

YI = - Y3,4



xo = (Y2)0 = (Y3)0 ' (f4)0 °,

(Y1)0 = 1.

In general, suppose y
o = 1lYn+1'

where yi and yn+, are respec-

tively solutions of the systems

Y1 =
,Y )

yl = f (x.Yn n

with initial values xo, (y1)0,

with initial values x0, (Yn+1)0'

mining yo will be

(2.19)

-1
Y2 = f2(x'YoYn+1,Y2'

yi = f (x'YOY;14..1'Y2'n n

Y11-1+1= fn+1(x4rn+1$

fyn)3

(Yn)so, and

Yn+1 = fn+1(x'Yn+1, Yn+m),

n+m = fn+m(c4rn+1,

-1

Yo = Y0Yn+lfn+1(x'Yn+1' *****

-1

Yn+lf1(x'YoYn+l'Y2'),

,(Y11.1.m)0. Then the system deter-

,y),

Yn),

26



Yn+]n
x ,Y )fn+m( "n+11 n+m

with initial values xo'o(Y )o= (Y1)0(Yn*1)o' (Ydo (Y ) 0

4. The quotient of two functions of x. (y0 = Y1 ).

Yn+1

Example: Je find the system of rational differential equations

cosh x
satisfied by the function y = , where y1 cosh x satisfies

o cos x

the rational system

with initial values

xo = 0,

(Y1)o = 1'

(Y2)o = 0'

and where y3 = cos x satisfies the system

vl
= Y4'

Y4 = Y3$

with initial values

xo
0,

(Y3)0 = 1,

(y4)0 = 0.

Then

y0 = Y1
$

Y3

and the system of rational equations satisfied by yo is
1

I

=
Y3Y1 Y1Y3 _ Y2Y3 Y1Y4 = Y2 - Y0Y4

Yo
2 ,2

Y3 3 Y3

27



Y2 = Yl = YoY3'

Y3 ' Y4,

= Y3,

where

x = 0,

(Y0) = (Y1)° = 1,
o (y3)0

(Y2)o = 0'

(Y3)0 = 1,

(Y4)0 = 0.

Y1 , where yl and Yn+1 are respec-
-

In general, suppose yo =

Yn+1

tively solutions of the systems

1

Y1 = f1(x1Y1' Yn)'

Yin = fn"Y1'

with initial values xo, (Y1)0, ,(yn)0, and

Yh-1-1 = fn-I-1(x'Yn+1

I - f (x'Yn+1,

with initial values xo,

mining yo will be

1 fl(x'YoYn+11Y2' 'Yn) Yofn+1(x'Yn-1-1 'Yn+m)
Yo =

Yn+1

,(Yn+m)o. Then the system deter-

28



yl = fn+1(x'+1' 'Yn+m)"n+1

=f
Yn+m n+m x'Yn+1'

with initial values x0,(y0)0 = (Y1)o , (y2)0,

(Yn+l)o
'(Yn+m)o'

5. A function of x raised to a power which is the reciprocal of

an integer. (yo = y11/).

Example: We find the system of rational differential equations

1/5
satisfied by the function yo = (cos x) , where yl = cos x satisfies

the system of equations

Then

and the system of rational equations satisfied by yo is

1 -4A 1 1-4
Yo = g Y1 = Y.° Y2'

5

Y2= Yl = Yo
1/q

In general, suppose
yo

= yi , where q is an integer and where

yo is a solution of the rational system

Y1 = fl(x4r1'

29

(2.20) = fn(x'Y0Yn+14r21 sYn),

Y2 = f2(x,Y0Yn+1sY2' sYn)



Then 

yn = 
fn(x'Yl' sYn). 

Then y is a solution of the system 

Yo = q Yo 1(x'Yo 'Y2' 
-1 1- 

Yn), 

Y2 
= 

f2(x'10q'Y2' Yn), 

(2.21) 

-f(vcliv 
n Xs- 0 2- 2' 

'Yn) 

6. A function of x raised to a constant power. (yo 
= 

yim, where 

m is a constant not the reciprocal of an integer). 

Example: :Te find the system of rational differential equations 

-1 fl 

satisfied by the function y.c) = (cos x) 
, 

where y1 = cos 
-1x 

satisfies 

the system of equations 

Yl = Y2' 

3 
Y2 = x Y2 

Yi 
= f (x Y 

1 1 ' 

,Y11), 

30 

and the system of rational equations satisfied by yo is 

rrrY yoyl-ly2, 
1 J1 

Y1 = Y2, 

3 
Y2 = x Y2 

In general, suppose yo = 
yim, 

where m is a constant not the re- 

ciprocal of an integer and where yl is a solution of the rational gys- 

tern 



(y3)0 = o,

31

Yn = rn(x4r1 ,yri)

Then yo is a solution of the system

1 -1,
Yo = m Y0Y1 11°('Y1i ,Yn)2

Yl = fl(x'Yls yn),

(2.22)

Yn = fn(xsY1' .... "Yr).

7. A function of x which is raised to a power which is a func-

tion of x. (Yo - J,Yn+1)1".

Example: 4e find the system of rational differential equations

sinh-1nx
satisfied by the function

yo
= (cos mx) , where y = cos mx

satisfies the rational system

Yl = m Y2'

Y2 = m Y1'

with initial values

xo
=0,

(y1)o = 1,

(Y2)o = 0'

-1
and where 13 = sinh nx satisfies the system

Y3 = n Y4'

2 3
14 = - n xy4 ,

with initial values

xo
=0,



Then

and

(Y4)0 = 1.

Y3

Yo
=
Y1

in yo = y3 in yl.

We let z = in yl. Then

in y0 = y3z,

and yo is a solution of the system of equations

-1 I -1
Ylo = Y0(Y3z1 Ylz) = Yo(Yi Y3Y1 nY4z) = mY0Y1 Y2Y3 nY0Y4z,

1 -1 1 -1
z = Yl Yl = ITIY1 Y2s

Yl = 1172'

Y2 = mY1'

1

y3 = ny4,

23
y4 = - n xy4

where

xo
=

0'

(37-00

(Y0)0 = (Y1)o = 1

(Y1)0 = 1

(Y2)o = (Y3)o = 0'

(Y4)0 = 1

zo = ln (y1)0 = ln 1 = O.

Yn+1In general suppose yo = Yl where yl and .7 are respec-124.1

tively solutions of the rational systems

32



.."(Y11-1-M)0.

1

Y1 = fl(x'Yls

yn
i f (x,v

n '

with initial values x (v )
0, ''1.03

;11+1 = fn+1(xan+1' 'Yn+m)°

Yl = fn+m(x,Yn+1,n+m Yn+m

with initial values
xo ' (Yn+l)o'

of the system

$7"),

sYn)

and

33

Then
yo

is a solution
'(Yn+m)o.

-1
f

11.+MYO = YoY1 (Yn+lf1(x'Yl' 'Yni Ylz -`n+1x'Yn+1'...'Y ))'

-1
'I = Y1 flkx'Yl' ***** 'Yn)'

Y1 2-- f1(x1Y1'

yl f (x,y
n n 11

yn+1 = fn+1(x,yn+1, 'Yn+m)'

'Yn)

= f v
Jn+m n+ms-"n+1' Yn+m)'

(y ,)n+, o
with initial values x , (v = ky ) zo = in (y1) (y1)0,..)

0 -0 0 '1 0



8. A function of a function of x. (y1 = yi[yn+1(x)]).

Example: We find the system of rational differential equations

-1 -1
satisfied by the function yl = cosh (see x), where 13 = sec x satis-

fies the system

1 -1 -1

Y3 = x Y4

-1
y4 = x y4

with initial values

and where yl = cosh y3 satisfies the system

dyi

Y2'dy3

clY2 = Yll
dy3

with initial values

(Y3)0 =

(y1)0 = cosh-F/4

(y2)0 = sinh 1T/4

Then yi is a solution of the single rational system

dY1 -1 -1
Y1 = d13 Y3 = x Y2Y4

dY2 -1 -1
Y2 = ---- Y3'X YiY4

clY3

-1 -1
y3 - x 14

34



-1
Y4 = xY4

with initial values

x =

(y1)0 cosh/T/4,

(y2)0 = sinhiT/4,

(Y3)0 = 7/4,

(Y4)0 = 1.

However, it is to be noted that y3 does not appear in the system of

equations, so that in this particular example the equation for y is

superfluous. The simplest system of rational equations satisfied by

Yi 18

In general, suppose yl
= Y1[Yn+1(x)]

, where ynia is a solution

of the rational system

= f (xn+1yn+1'Yn+1 Yn+m)'

n+m
= fn+m(x,yn+1, sYn+

with initial values
xo' (yn+1)o'

(Yri.4-E)o, and where yl is a solu-

tion of the rational system

acvlY1 =
an)

35



dYn = fn(Yn+14r11Y2'
'Yn+1

with initial values (v )(v )
--n+l'o' --1-0,

, (yr." . Then yl is a solu-

tion of the single rational system

Yi = f (Y Y ,y)
1 1 n+1' 'Yn) fn+1(x'Yn+1'

Yi = f (Y ,Yn n. n+1 ' 1 'Yn) fn+1(x'Yn+11

1 =f (x ,y
n+,yn+1'Y ym)n+m

with initial values xo' (Y1)o, '(Yn+m)o.

It is to be particularly noted that in rules 2, 3, 4, and 7, the

equations of the functions to be combined must have the same initial

values xo, and that in rule 8 the initial value (yr0.1)0 of the prin-

cipal dependent variable in the first system must be the same as the

initial value of the independent variable in the second system.

As far as the previous investigations indicate, it might be sup-

posed that when working with systems of rational differential equa-

tions it would always be advantageous to work with a system of least

possible order. However, if an electronic computing machine were used

this would not necessarily be the case. For example, the elliptic

sYn),

$Yn+1,0?,

36

(2.24)

Y1+1 $I= fn+1(x$Y11 'yn+m)'



function dn (u,k) satisfies the system

Y1 = Y2s
(2.25)

= y1(k2 - 2 2 y12).

It also satisfies the third order system

2

Y1 = k Y2Y3'

Y2 - Y1Y3'

Y3 Y1Y2'

This may be further simplified by setting Y2 = ky2 and Y3 = ky3. Then

Y2 . y1Y3'

Yi3 = Y1Y2*

A set of initial conditions is

uo = 0,

(Y1)o = 1,

(Y2)0 =

(Y3)o = k.

This system could quite conceivably be easier to handle in an elec-

tronic computing machine than system (2.25).

As a further example, consider the system

, 2

Yl = Y1Y2Y3 - 2 Y3Y4 Y42 k),

2, 2 2
(2.27) = Y2 - 2 Y3Y4 Y4 kJ.

1

Y3 = Y1Y4'

37



Then

Y4 = - Y1Y3

ge let

2 2y5 = y3 - 2 y3y4 + y4 + k.

yI5 = 2 y3yI3 - 2 yI3y4 - 2 y3yI4 + 2 y4yI4

I 1

Y6 = -71 (2 Y1Y3Y4 2 Y1Y3Y4) = 5r1Y3Y4

Thus we have the sixth order system of equations

Y1 = Y1Y2Y5'

I -v - y 2v ,

(2.28)
Y8 = Y1Y4'

YI4 = Y1Y3'

8. v. -0-

5 - 1' 6

Y6 = Y1Y3Y4.

It night be easier to set up an electronic computing machine to solve

these equations than to set it up to solve equations (2.27), because

in equations (2.28) each derivative is obtained by multiplying either

two or three quantities together; the operations in equations (2.27)

are much more varied.

38

Let

Then

= 2 y3y1y4 - 2 11142

2 2,
= 2 y1(y3 - 14 )

2

y. 13

+ 2

2

- 14

y1y32 - 2 y1y3y4

4
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However, it is not always possible to simplify a system of equa-

tions by increasing the order as was done in the preceding examples.

The derivatives of rational functions are likely in general to be more

complicated than the functions themselves, and setting up a new de-

pendent variable as a rational function of the others may complicate

rather than simplify the system.



III. APPLICATIONS TO PROBLEMS NOT

INVOLVING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

It has been shown that differential equations of quite wide gen-

erality may be replaced by equivalent rational systems, which in turn

might be solved numerically more easily than the original equations.

However, the idea night also be applied to the evaluation of any form-

ula y = f(x,a11a2, ,an), where f, considered as a function of x,

may be expressed as the solution of a system of rational differential

equations.

As a simple example consider the formula for the area of the seg-

ment of a circle cut off by a chord x units from the center:

-1
(3.1) y =2.Trr2 - x(r2- x2)2- r2sin (E).

2

-1 x
We let Y2 = sin(), and by formula 7 in the appendix,

1 -1
Y2 = r Y

-2 3

Y1
xr

Y1.

1 2
-1 2

Yo = 7" - rxY1 r Y2'

-132 2 2 2 2

I

rY1 - r Y1 x ry r + (-x + r ) Yl -1

yo
= -

y 2 1
= - 2 iY1

rYi

The desired system of equations is then

-
This system may be further simplified by setting yl = - rY11 . Then

(3.3)

40

Then

and

-1
yo = - 2 rYi

(3.2)
1 -2 3

Y1 n r iY1



1 -1

Y1 = xY1 '

and a set of initial conditions would be

xo = 0'

(Yo)0 = -321Tr2,

(Y1)0 = r*

The actual numerical integration will now be carried out for the case

r = 10 by Milne's method. (3, p. 455-460). The formulas used in this

method,

(3.4) Yn = Yn-4 41.(2 Yn-1 Yn 2 2

(3.6) Yn = Yn-2 (Y11. 4 Yn -1

(3.6) yl = yo +(_ yI2 + 13 + 13 ylo - yI1),

,

(3.7) yn = yn..3 + 22-0 y + 31 yn..1 + 2lyn_2 + 13 yn_3
24 -

are derived from Newton's interpolation formula

2 x(x-h) 3 x(x-h)(x-2h)
P(x) = u0 + Auo + uu uo

2!h 3!h3

0x(x-h)(x-2h)(x-3h)LI u
4!h4

which is a polynomial of fourth degree fitted to the set of five

points (0,u0), (h,u1), (2h,u2), (3h,u3), (4h,u4).

To simplify the notation, equations (3.3) are transformed by let-

ting v = yo andw = yl. Suppose the value of v for x = 1 is desired

correct to six significant figures. The differential equations and

initial conditions are

41



v = 2 w,

W = - ,

(3.6) xo = 0,

w = - 10,

vo = 501T. (vo = 157.0796, correct to 4 decimal places).

We takepx = h = 0.1 and apply formulas (3.5) and (3.6) to correot the

values of w w w2' v v1,
and

v2
given by the approximate form-

ulas

W, =
rnif0,-

W,a.
= w0 + riar ,

0

11/ = w + 2 hwi
o'

v-1 = vo - hvl
o'

v1
= vo + hvl

o'

v2 = vo + 2 hvo.

The results, placed in tabular form, are as follows:

42

Formula (3.4) is now used for integrating ahead, and at each step

formula (3.5) is used as a check. Every third value is checked by

formula (3.7). The results, placed in tabular form, are as follows:

First Approximation

V

Second Approximation

WI WI

-0.1 -10 -0.01 159.0796 -19.999 -9.99950 -0.01000 159.0796

0.0 -10 0.00 157.0796 -20.000 -10.00000 0.00000 157.0796

0.1 -10 0.01 155.0796 -19.999 -9.99950 0.01000 155.0796

0.2 -10 0.02 153.0796 -19.996 -9.99800 0.02000 153.0799



Let

Thus at x 1, v = 137.113, correct to six significant figures.

Another simple formula, which however leads to a more complicated

system of differential equations, is the formula for an angle yo of a

triangle when the opposite side x and the adjacent sides b and c are

given:
2 2

-1 1 (b +c) x
(3.9) yo 2 cos -

bc

43

w(checked 3.5) w(checked 3.7)

0.3 -9.99550 0.03001 -9.99550

0.4 -9.99200 0.04003 -9.99200 -9.99200

0.5 -9.98749 0.05006 -9.98749

0.6 -9.98199 0.06011 -9.98199

0.7 -9.97547 0.07017 -9.97547 -9.97547

0.8 -9.96795 0.08026 -9.96795

0.9 -9.95941 0.09037 -9.95942

1.0 -9.94988 0.10050 -9.94988 -9.94988

v(checked 3.5) v(checked 3.7)

0.3 151.0805 -19.99100 151.0805

0.4 149.0817 -19.98400 149.0818 149.0817

0.5 147.0837 -19.97498 147.0838

0.6 145.0868 -19.96398 145.0869

0.7 143.0910 -19.95094 143.0911 143.0911

0.8 141.0968 -19.93590 141.0968

0.9 139.1040 -19.91884 139.1040

1.0 137.1131 -19.89976 137.1131 137.1131



Then

yl
1

2

y =
1 4boy,

Then yo is a solution of the system of equations

Yo = 2 Y2Y1'

1

y Y1Y23Yl.

Thus the desired system of equations is

x
Y1 =

Y2,
o Zbe yl

(3.10) y1l ' -x -1 $

4be yl

Y2 = y2
4be

and a set of initial values is
1

032+ 02)2,

(y0)0 = Tr/2,

(Y1)0 =1

(Y2)0 '

In a similar manner, considering the trigonometric formula

2 2
(3.11) y12 = a + b - 2 abcos x,

we let

y2 = -abcos x,

and exhibit yl as a solution of the system of rational equations

-1

Y1 = Y1 Y3'

2 -1-
(13+ a) - x

be

44

(3.12) Y2 = Y3P



1

y3 = - y2.

A set of initial values is

x =
o 1

(Y1)0= (a2+ /32)-

(Y2)0= 0'

(y3)0. ab.

As a further example, consider the problem of obtaining an ap-

proximate real root to the polynomial equation

ay =0.
i=o I

Consider the function

(3.14) X = a.yi .

i -1

YI = iaiY -1
1=1

45

An approximation to the root will be obtained by solving this differ-

ential equation for y when x = 0. Suitable initial values may be ob-

tained from equation (3.14).

Various algebraically transcendental equations may also be solved

numerically by the same method. For example, consider the equation

(3.16) tanh y + cot y = 0.

Let

(3.17)

x = tanh yo + cot yo,

yi = tanh yo.

Then

(3.15)



Then

dx = 1 - tanh2y0 - cot2yo - 1 = - y12 - (x -y1)2.
dyo

The system of rational differential equations determining yo is then

(3.18)

-1

Yo =
237.12

2
- 2xy, + x

) Y12 -

,

Y1 - 2 2

2y1 - 2xy1 + x

46

Suitable initial conditions are obtained from equations (3.17).

Many definite integrals may be evaluated numerically by use of

systems of rational differential equations. For example, consider the

elliptic integral

(3.19) Y =

jr.3
dS

Let

with initial values

V(S2- 1)(3S2- 4)
0

1)(3s2_ 4

and let
- 1

r (x2_ 1)(3x2_ 4)] 7
'o L

The system of rational differential equations will be

Yo = Y1'
(3.20)

3\ 3
. (7x-6x )y1 ,

yo
dS
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The definite integral (3.19) will be obtained by solving this system

numerically for yo when x = 0.3.

It will be no more difficult to obtain an approximation to a def-

inite elliptic integral such as

( Yo

101.75

3.21)

where the polynomial under the radical in the integrand has no ration-

al root. The solution will be the value of yo when x = 0.75 obtained

from the system of equations

(3.22)

with initial values

Hyperelliptic integrals offer no new difficulty. The hyperelliptic

integral
Ij[0.5

dS
(3.23) Yo =

1S5 + S4 - 663 - 6S2 + 4S + 4

will be obtained as the solution when x = 0.5 of the system of equa-

tions

yo = yl,

(3.24)

with initial values

Yi
1

6s2 4

Y = Yo1
yl = (6x - 2x3)y 3
1 1

5= (- 7 x4 - 2x3 + 9x2 + 6x - 2)y13,

xo = 0,

dS



(y0)0 = 0,

(Y1)o =

As a final application we consider the problem of constructing

tables of prolate spheroidal functions which arise as solutions within

a prolate spheroid of the equation

+ k = 0

in certain physical problem. Stratton, Morse, Chu, and Hutner

(1)
(7, p. 61-63) define the prolate spheroidal functions S (c,cos e),

which are solutions of the differential equation

(3.25) v" + (cot 0)v' - (A + c2cos2e + m2es°2e)v = 0.

1
In this equation c = dk, where d is the distance between the foci of

2

the generating ellipse of the spheroid, and A is a separation constant

determined by the conditions of finiteness and periodicity over the

surface of the spheroid. These authors have sham how to actually

evaluate some of these prolate spheroidal functions in terms of the

associated Legendre functions by use of tables which they have con-

structed. They stated that some time in the future they hoped to

construct tables of the functions themselves, but that it had taken

many years to complete the tables of coefficients which they were

publishing, and they intimated that the complete tables would prob-

ably not be forthcoming for many years.

As a special example we consider the particular function

(1)

312 (2,cos e) and show how tables of this function might be con-

structed by means of an electronic computing machine designed to solve

systems of rational differential equations by numerical methods.
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(1)
S (2
12

cos 13) is a solution of the differential equation

,

(3.26) v" + (cot 8)v1 - (-13.88150 + 4 cos28 + csc28)v = 0.

We let sin 8 = s, cos 8 = t, and vl = w. Then the system of rational

differential equations equivalent to the equation (3.26) is

V = W,

(3.27)

and a set of initial values is

80 = TTA,

vo = - 1.5,

wo = °,

so = 1,

J_. = O.

"Je take A8 = -1° = - 0.0174533 radians and solve equations (3.27)

-.
WI = (-13.88150 + 4t2 + s2 )v - s-ltm,

s = t,
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numerically by Milne's method. The following table contains the

results of these calculations:

0 Variable 1st Approx. 2nd Approx. 3rd Approx.

o
91 8-1 1.000000 0.999848 0.999848

900 so 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

890 sl 1.000000 0.999848 0.999848

88°
2

1.000000 0.999391 0.999391

o
87 83 0.998630 0.998630 0.998630

860 84 0.997564 0.997564

o
85 55 0.996195 0.996195



Variable 1st 1120.2211221Leasy. 3rd Approx.
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84o s6 0.994522 0.994522 0.994522

910 t11- -1.000000 -1.000000 -0.999848

90o

89o

1

to
tl1

-1.000000

-1.000000

-1.000000

-0.999848

-1.000000

-0.999848

88o ti
2

-1.000000 -0.999391 -0.999391

87o

o

1

t3
1

-0.998630 -0.998630

86

o
t4

1

-0.997564 -0.997564

85 t5 -0.996195 -0.996195

84o
I

t6 -0.994522 -0.994522

91° t1- -0.017453 -0.017452 -0.017452

90o to 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

89o
1 0.017453 0.017452 0.017452

88o t2 0.034907 0.034899 0.034899

87° t5 0.052336 0.052336 0.052336

86o t4 0.069756 0.069756

85o t5 0.087155 0.087156

84o

91o

t6
s1-1

0.104528

-0.017453

0.104528

-0.017452

0.104528

-0.017452

90o s1
o 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

89o 1

s1 0.017453 0.017452 0.017452

88o
o

1

82
r

0.034907 0.034899 0.034899

87 s6 0.052336 0.052336
o 1

86

o
s 4

i

0.069756 0.069756

85 s6 0.087155 0.087156

84°
816 0.104528 0.104528



e Variable

91o -1

90o m

89o w1

880
w2

87o w3

86o w4
o

85 w5

84o /16

91o w
1

1-
90o wl

o

890
1

w1

88o
w12

87o 1w3

86o wl4

85o
w)5

84o
m*16

91o v-1

90o vo

89o v1

88o v2

87o V3

860 V4

85o V5

840 V6

91 v-1

1st Approx. 2nd Approx.
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3rd Approx. 4th Approx

0.337176 0.337163 0.337037 0.337037

0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

-0.337176 -0.337353 -0.337036 -0.337037

-0.674352 -0.674642 -0.672873 -0.672878

-1.006331 -1.006332 -1.006332

-1.336218 -1.336219

-1.661373 -1.661374

-1.980655 -1.980656 -1.980656

19.325850 19.287773 19.287961 19.287961

19.322250 19.322250 19.322250 19.322250

19.325850 19.287790 19.287960 19.287960

19.336660 19.185053 19.185223 19.185223

19.014524 19.014524

18.776612 18.776612

18.472571 18.472571

18.103761 18.103761

-1.500000 -1.497055 -1.497058 -1.497058

-1.500000 -1.500000 -1.500000 -1.500000

-1.500000 -1.497056 -1.497058 -1.497058

-1.500000 -1.488224 -1.488242 -1.488242

-1.473584 -1.473584 -1.473584

-1.453135 -1.453135

-1.426969 -1.426969

-1.395177 -1.395176 -1.395176

0.337163 0.337037 0.337037 0.337037
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In the tables of Stratton, Morse, Chu, and Hutner, (7, p. 99),

we find that

(1) 1 1
(3.28) (2,cos 0) = 0.12740 Pi(cos 0) + 1.02938 P5(cos 0)

1 1
0.043462 P5(cos 0) + 0.00082742 P7(cos 0)

1 1 ,

0.00000931 P (cos 0) + 0.00000007
P11(cos

0).
9

Upon substituting particular values of 0, we obtain the following

0 Variable 1st Approx. 2nd Approx. LLAZEIEt-----ittlIEEEES
900 V1 0.000000 0.000000 0.0000000 0.000000

89o vl -0.337353 -0.337036 -0.337037 -0.337037

88o
v2

-0.674642 -0.672873 -0.672878 -0.672878

870 Nr -1.006331 -1.006332

86: v
4

-1.336218 -1.336219

85 v; -1.661373 -1.661374

84o v
6

-1.980655 -1.980656

(1)

The values of 812 (2008 e) taken from the above computations are as

follows:

(1)
0 S12 (2cos 0)

90 -1.50000

89o -1.49706

88o -1.48824

87 -1.47358

86 -1.45313

85o -1.42697

84o -1.39518
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Only two of these values are different from those found by the other

method, and this difference in each case is only one unit in the fifth

decimal place. The accuraoy of the entries in the last table is lim-

ited by the number of significant figures given in the tables of

coefficients used to obtain equation (3.28).

It is to be noted that by the method of numerical integration

d (1)we automatically obtain values of S,2 (2,cos 0, so that tables
de '

of the derivative function could be constructed at the same time as

tables of the function itself. The values for 'ds(1)(2,cos
0)12de

obtained in this manner and also the values obtained from the equa-

tion

A (1) A 1 A 1
(3.29) Sl9(2,COS e) = 0.12740 -x.... Pl(cos 0+1.02938 - P,(oos 0)

de '' dO ' del

, 1 A 1

- 0.043462 ..=- P5(cos 0) + 0.00082742 -- P7(cos 0)
de ded 1,

- 0.00000931 -_Pa(cos 0 + 0.00000007 0- P1(cos 0
dO ' de ."I'

are shown in the following table:

table:

(1)

S12 (2'cos
0

900 -1.50000

890 -1.49705

88o -1.48824

87o
-1.47359

86o -1.45313

85o -1.42697

34o -1.39518



Here again the difference is at most one unit in the fifth decimal

place.
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,., 3(1)(2
(2'cos

0)
del

de

(Numerical Integration)

S(1)'(2 cos e)
12

(by (3.29))

900 0.00000 0.00000

89o -0.33704 -0.33703

88o -0.67288 -0.67288

87o -1.00633 -1.00633

86o -1.33622 -1.33621

e5o -1.66137 -1.66137

84o -1.98066 -1.98065
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y = xn

-1
y = nx y

y = logax

yi = (x in a)-1

APPENDIX

SYSTEMS OF RATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

SATISFIED BY VARIOUS ELE1ENTARY FUNCTIONS

AND FUNCTIONS SATISFYING NO SUCH SYSTEM

sec mx
6. Y] = oso mx

1

Y1 = mY1Y2

Y2 = mY12

xo = 1

Y0 = 1

xo = 0

(Y1)0 = 1

(72)o = °

ctn mx

(- sign)

xo = 7/21n

Yo = °

sec mx ese

x = 0
0 x0 = Tr /221

(Y1)o = 1 (Y1) o = 1

56

ITLX

= a

= a) xo = 0

YO = 1
sin mx

Y = cos mx sin mx cos mx

Y1 mY2 xo = 0

Y2 = mY1 (Y1)o = °

(Y2)o = 1

tan mx
5* Y = ctn mx tan mx

y I = ± + y2) (4-sign)

xo
=0

YO
=0



. -1
sin mx

7. Y1 cos-1MX

Y. MY2

2 3

Y2 = m xY2

(Y2)0 = ° (Y2)0 = °

-1 -1sin mx cos mx

xo = 0 xo = 0

(Y2)0 =

And an alternate system is

I

Y1 22 m2 2 Y2= 11-1 xo = 0

1-m x Y2

1 -m2x
2

M X (Y1)0 =
Y2 -

1-m2x Y2

(Y2)0 "
-1

tan mx

Y1= ctn-lnix tan nix
-1

mx ctnmx

I ± m (+ sign) (- sign)Y
1+ m2x2

xo = 0 xo = 0

YO = ° YO Tr

sec-1nix-1
Y1 = cso-

-1
lmx sec mx csc nx

= kmx)1y2o = x =

in in

3

Y2 = -xY2 (Y1)o = 1T/4 (Y1)o = 11/4

(Y2)0 = M (y2) 0 = -M

An alternate system is

1 in y 1lff *VT
Y1 =

xo - xo =
x(m2x2 1) 2- irmy2 m m

2
(y1)0 =1T/4 (y1)o " 7141 M X y

-
X

Y2 = 2 2 2 v
m x - 1 '2

(Ydo = 1-3t (Y2)0 = -

57

1

(Y1)o "

(Y2)0 =

xo = 0

7/2

-1

0 (Y1)0 = 7 /2

1
=

-1



sinh nix cosh nix

xo = ° xo = °

(Y1)o = ° (Y1)0 = 1

(Y2)0 = 1 (Y2)0 = °

tanh nix coth mx

xo = 0 xo = 1

yo = 0 yo = coth m

sech nix csch mx

(- sign) (4- sign)

xo = 0 xo = 1

(Y1)0 1
(y1)0 = csch in=

= °
(y2)0 =-coth m

(Y2)o

sinh-1mx cosh 'nix

xo =0 xo =2

(y1)0= cosh-12

(Y2)0= II3

(- sign)

xo = ° xo = 2

(Y1)o = ° (y1)0 = cosh-12

(y2)o =1 (ydo /fIg
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sinh nix

Y1 = cosh nix

YI = mY2

Y2 = ITIY1

tanh nixv=
coth nix

I= m(1 - y2)

sech mx

YI csch nix

Y1 = 1171Y2

2

Y2 = MY1

sinh-1mx

Y1 = cosh-lnx

1

Y1 = nY2

2 3

Y2 = m xY2

An alternate system is

1 in

y2
= Li

Yl
m2x2i 1 Y2

2 2
i m x Y= m x

Y2 = 22 2+m x -I Y2



tanh-lmx
14.y = coth-lmx

1 - m2x2

sech-lmx
1" Y1 = csch-1mx

I _ -1
Yl x Y2

vl =
m2xv2

3
"

An alternate system is

Y2 1
YI =

4

16. yi = gd mx

Y1 = mY2

4 = mv2 2
"

x(l m2x2) xy2

2m2 xY2 7 m x

(1 ; m2x2) Y2

Y2 = rnY2Y3

tanh-lmx

xo = 0

yo = °

sech-lmx

coth-lmx

xo = 2/M

yo
= coth-12

csch-lmx

(,,ssuming 0<m<l) (- sign)

xo = 1/M

(y1)0 = sinh-11

(+ sign)

xo =1

(Y1)0 = sech-lm (y2)0 . _110

(Y2)o = (1-ra2)4 (Inx

(- sign)

xo = 1

(y1)0 = sech-lm

(Y2)o = (1-n12)

xo = 0

(Y1)o = °

(Y2)0 = 1

(y ) =0
30

(y1)0 = sinh-11

(Y2)o =
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17. liypergeometric functions yi F(a,b,c,x).

These functions satisfy the differential equation

x(1 - x)yil + [c - (a + b + 1)x1y1 - aby, 0,

and the corresponding rational system is

1 aby +

Y2 - 1

y2[(a + b + 1)x - c].

x(1 - x)

18. Confluent hypergeometric functions y1

These functions satisfy the differential equation

f "xy + kr -
1

)y -
ay1

0,
1

and the corresponding rational system is

Yl = Y2'

otyi + y2(x -

Y2 =

Legendre's functions
y1 Pn(x).

These functions satisfy the differential equation

(x2 - 1)y13! + 2xyl - n(n + 1)y1 0,

and the corresponding rational s;rstem is

y1 = V ,
1 °2

n(n + 1)y - 2xv
1 1 '2.

Y2 x2 - 1

Bessel's functions yi = Jn(x).

These functions satisfy the differential equation

-1 1

Y1

1i

+ x Y1
(1 - n2x-2)y1 0,
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and the corresponding rational system is

Y1 = Y2$

yl (n2x-2 1)y1
'1 '2

21. eierstrassian elliptic functions yi = P(x).

These functions satisfy the differential equation

Y13.2 = 4Y13 - g2Y1 - ge

where go and g3 are called the invariants of the function. The corre-

sponding rational system is

Y1 = Y2$

c 2 1
= vy *

2 I 2

sn (x,k)

22. Jacobian elliptic functions yl = on (x,k).
dn (x,k)

sn (x,k) en (x,k) dn (x,k)

a = 1 + k2 a = 1 - 2k2 a = k2 - 2

b = - 2k2 b = 2k2 b = 2

xo = 0 xo = 0 xo = 0

(Y1)o = ° (y1)o = 1
(Y1)o = 1

(Y2)o
=-1 (y2)0 = 0 (Y2). =

A third order system, which might be more satisfactory in some cases,

is as follous:

YI = - Y2

yl =
y1

(a + by 12)
2

Yi = Y2Y3'

4 = - Y Y $
'1 3
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xo = 0'

(Y1)0 = 0,



yI - k2y1y2.
(Y2)0 =3

(Y3)0 = 1.

To obtain sn (x,k), solve for yi; to obtain cn (x,k), solve for y2; to

obtain dn (x,k), solve for y3.

ce (x,q)
23. Lathieu functions y = m

1 se, .x,q).

These functions satisfy the differential equation

+ (4a - 16q cos 2x)y1 = 0,

and if we set y3 = 16q cos 2x, the desired system of rational differ-

ential equations becomes

Y1 Y2,

Yi = (Y3 - 4a)Y $
2 1

yl = 2y,
3 4

yl - 2y
4 3

The initial conditions for yl and y2 will depend on the particular

function chosen. If xo = 0, (y3)0 = 16q, and (y4)0 0.

24. Lam functions yl = Enm(x).

These functions satisfy the differential equation

= [n(n + 1)k2sn2x +

and if we set y3 = n2(n + 1)2k sn x, the desired system of rational

differential equations becomes

Y1 = Y2'

yl =2 4. A)..
2

J3 = - Y4'
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2

y4 = y3(1 + k2 2Y:"

n2 + n).

Ganaa function y =r(x).

This function may not be exhibited as a solution of a system of

rational differential equations. It is the most widely used function

which is transcendentally transcendental with respect to the field

R[x]. (2, p 1-13).

Riemann Zeta function
y1

=r(x).

?his function is, like the gamma function, transcendentally trail.-

scendental with respect to the field R[x]. This fact is not mentioned

in most treatises on the subject, but it may be proved with the help

of Riemann's formula linking (x) and (1-x). (8, p 269). This for-

mula is

21n(x) (x) cos (*ITX) =TCX r (1-x)

In this formula, let

Yo = r(x),
y = (x),
1

v = (1-x),
- n+1

x
2n+1 =

2n+2
ox-1

'Y

1= COS v,1TX
Y2n+3

suppose that y1 = (x) satisfies a system of rational differential

equations

y = f (x,v ,
1 1 '1
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1 _ Yn+1Y2n+1Y2n+2 ln 2 + lniiY1Y2n+3n+1

12n- - fn(1-x,yn+1,

= v
2n+1

in Tr,
Y2n+1 "

,Y2n)

f (x y

,Y71) 172Y1

64

yy11= ,nx,yi, ,Yn),

and we wish to show that this leads to a contradiction. Solving

Riemannts formula for yo = we have

yo Yn+1Y21+1Y2n+2.
Y y
1 2n+3

je differentiate this expression with respect to x and obtain the re-

suit

= '
,-2,-2

4- 1TYJo 1 J2n+3P2n+3(Yn+1Y2n+1Y2n+2 'n+1 2n+1Y 2n+2

4. 1

Yn+1Y2n+1Y2n+2) Yn+1Y2n+1Y2n+2(Y1j2n+3 Y1Y2n+3)].

Then yo = F(x) would satisfy the system of rational equations

Yi = f1(x.Y1, 'Yn)'

= fn(x,Yis iYn),

41+1 = fl(1-x'Yn+11 '3r2n)'



Y2n+2 =2n+2
in 2,

Y2n+3 Y2/14-4'

-rr

Y2n+4 = '2n+3'

which would contradict the fact that the gamaa function is a transcen-

dentally transcendental function.
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